GEOPOLITICS FROM ODESSA - GOTII
About the formation and the "profanation of formation" - about the skill of management and the needs
"In luce - Lucet"
motto on the coat of arms of Admiral i. M. de - Ribasa
I it always was desirable about the most serious things to write by the simplest and most intelligible language.
To this concept after participation in the work of the first World Congress of spiritual agreement in Alma Ata
during October 1992 (it struck the level of the spirituality of participants, but absolutely then he did not
understand why bishop brotslavskiy he spoke "about spiritual genocide in the Ukraine") it considered it
necessary very it takes a long time to be prepared. But so could not cut out one free month in these 12 years
(too actively they implicated "into the fuss"), but it had luck to meet on 3 May, 2005, in Odessa with the
remarkable person - artiste, the master of kul'turologii and the director of the museum V.P. Of filatova, the
member of the union
The theatrical Workers Of the Ukraine - Natalie borisovnoy Kovalenko. I will always receive this excellent
woman in her young theatrical means Of esmiral'dy, and indeed this woman returned to scene 20 years and all
"gold Dyuki" - it had luck to her to organize festivals in Odessa with famous cinema. It presented to me as to
the vice chairman of civil international committee, RARITETNOYE ANNIVERSARY PUBLICATION to the 200anniversary of southern typeface "thus, 4 it lived then in Odessa" from the cycle of the "treasures of Odessa"
on the etchings of gennadi garmider (Maecenas of Anna tkachev).
Here is famous the first theater with the columns (to reconstruction and fire) and Aleksandr Pushkin's
Chetverostish'e:
"... but already grows dark evening dark-blue,
time to us into the opera is sooner:
There Entrancing Rossini,
Europe Pet - Orpheus... "
Here publishing house is famous "Journal d".Odessa "Mikhail feliksovicha de-Ribas -Ribasa, the son of the
brother of the founder of Odessa, and the precise Pushkin's lines:
"... what new goods did enter nowadays the quarantine?
Did arrive the barrels of the zhdannykh faults?
And that plague?
And where the fires?"
But here also commercial area, and on the break Vorontsovskiy palace with the colonnade, which A.S. Pushkin
described: "... is there troublesome trading abundant its pod"emlet sail... " To this "trading" before public and
civil service, worrying about the more interesting dinner, walked in the mornings entire Odessa without a
difference between the titles and posts (unique fact, not only for Russia), that recall some Odessa residents and
today as real democracy of European city. However, this fact most relief characterizes the very complex
structure of the developed actually existed needs, which there was the possibility to satisfy in the southern port
city. What powerful was created foundation for
the functioning of the complex system of stimulation, what, by the way, was manifested in all aspects of the life
of intellectual- spiritual European center - Odessa. But to us about this told Aleksandr Mikhaylovich deribas in a
monographic sociological study - will "old Odessa: historical descriptions and recollection "(book store G.Russo,
Odessa), after showing the most complex mosaic of the exceptionally interesting life of the Odessa residents of
all it is layer. And we, from our side, also will try to follow this European democratic tradition, takeing into
account the unique experience of southern typeface, in the account of "highly scientific" economic, social and
"geopolitical" problems.
Geopolitics begins from the needs today fashionably it began badly to speak about Russia and even to
emphasize the inability of Russians to professionally contemporary corporations and the like it does not be
desirable to blindly follow mode, somehow everything protests against sequential "PIAR" of company, given on
top by those, who already three months ago spoke directly opposite. Generally in the times of "revolutions"
somehow past the will are recalled the words of Kropotkina and Bakunin very impartial about all revolutionaries
and, especially, about the "revolutionary" dispositions, and it is more accurate, about the depravity. But for the
sake of fairness it is necessary to say bitter truth. Yes actually no, putting it mildly, genetic predisposition in the
Russian people to the coordination of reproduction in the complex economic system at the level corresponding
to contemporary civilization. But why?
First, since 1917 of people consciously they broke from the responsibility, but in the management they brought
up simple barrack industriousness, but not creative, interested, critical approach, oriented to the eventual result.
In the second place, by centuries was added the very reduced structure of needs in Russian people, which not
only was encouraged, but also simply it was cultivated. Even the Crimean khans, dissuading Bogdan
khmel'nitskogo from the connection to the Ukraine of Russia, they emphasized the reaction nature of wageleveling in Russians. The latter - so not inoffensively is dear, as with many, until now, it seems. Men with the
undeveloped needs never he will understand to the end of that, who has more developed and more complex
needs. Him all this will seem by "foci from the fat". But the hence and maximally simplified idea about the
material and moral stimuli and their effectiveness. It is necessary to understand well that no university will help
to create the originally complex structure of needs, but there is no this structure, then there is no qualified and
effective management, but only low-effective orders, edicts and order. One lever - fear, but this is applicable
only with the operation of low- technological productions and in the military time.

And they become intelligible the tendency of leader- Russian everything to reduce to the "achievement of the
victory above the sequential enemy" (therefore "enemies" create with each opportunity and from whom
conveniently). On all historical breakthroughs this was manifested most relief - passage from two discharge
order system to three discharge system in KHUY the century, when entire painted complex system of
stimulation by payments and by property remained in the project; "state maximum and the minimum" in 1920e years and collective farm wage-leveling, which revived pre-Christian lack of spirtituality, justifying in the final
analysis any crime "into the name of state" (beginning from the justification for bribes and propaganda
"khakerstva" on the breaking of the codes of American banks and ending with the "knocking out of windows" to
head of academicians and with the organization of the traffic accident, in which perishes Vyacheslav
Maksimovich chernovil). But peoples do not want to quarrel in XXI century on the face of human forces, yes
even generally to live on the face of survival. This savagery peace left XX- mu to century, and it could leave XXI
to century. But it did not come out, but it is it's a pity. And we know today why.
But did realize their deficiencies the leaders of Russia? Certainly; therefore they assigned on control of the
empire of Greeks, descendants from the Crimea, beginning from yKh of century, but, especially, Ukrainians
(clear example chancellor Bezborod'ko, graph Razumovskiy, the family of Timoshenko), and also they did not
go around and Europeans from the aristocratic it was ancestral (de -Ribasy, de- Richelieu, de -Lanjeron), an
example of Odessa of what stands. And to this not we the first focused attention, but still is very convincingly
and rigidly emphasized "unforgettable" classics. Especially, when they wrote reportings about the Anglo-freeTurkish company in the Crimea 1853-56 yr. "why not to require from Russia so that it would discharge those
forty or fifty people, whom it bought up in all ends of Europe and who compose its entire basic capital on the
part of the diplomatic skill, political reason and military talents?" (K.Marks "the mission of the graph of Orlov servicemen are the finances Of rossii"/K.Marks and F.Engel's complete collected works. Publishing house 2- e of
t.y0, s.shchy). This reference is given for all contemporary Communists for the purpose of the best
understanding by them the "depth" of the true ideas of "founders". If Joseph de -Ribas with the brothers with
happiness warred and worked contain with the foreigners in East Europe, and Felix de -Ribas, its junior brother,
he connected himself forever with Odessa, trying to establish the Russian line of deribasov, then Karl Heinrich
Marx and Friedrich Engels considered possible to deprive Russia specialists -upravlenqev.
But the main thing - this indirectly confirms our conclusion about the exceptional importance of foreign
management for East Europe and even about its nonrenewability. And this need constantly grows. "their thus
far do not pull", yes even they will hardly "pull", since real internal tendency toward the achievements and the
increase is necessary. The latter to very many leaders of Russia was and it remains simply incomprehensible at
the subjective percent articulation (last them this charade some), and that more the system of stimulation by
the development of intellectual- spiritual needs. On how it is exceptionally complicated to inculcate in the need
of higher order even possessors of brilliant abilities of better than Aleksandr deribas, probably, no one yet
wrote:
"Sergey Ivanovich saws infinitely much vodka, and beer. It has the strange special feature: will drink three
wineglasses - nothing, and as soon as it passed the fourth - it is done by the beast: it shouts, it quarrels, it
rages, it brawls. Then, continuing to drink, gradually it comes into itself and, I do not remember on what
according to the calculation wineglass, it becomes inspired. People, which closely knew Sychevskago,
considered themselves its etoyu special feature and if they wanted it to freely appear its unusual abilities, then
they awaited the moment of its complete intoxication. Sergey Ivanovich possessed the phenomenal memory,
which showed it enormous service in its stump of the great people: he did not recognize anything the average,
mediocre and loved to study the creations only of the great rich of poetry and thought. Managing magnificently
languages English, German and French, he knew almost by heart entire of Shakespeare and it could quote
"Faust" of Goethe from the first line to the latter. It idolized Victor Hugo. Something to indicate that he knew to
the memory of all Russian poets. But at the same time it was the thorough expert of classical literature and to
the fun of his set on boon companions he spoke also on the Latin, and on Greek and on Sanskrit.
... - he with me wrote simultaneously: the ordered to it report against the need for establishment with the land
banks of special watchdog committees, the article about the All-Russian alcoholism for the newspaper "Kievian",
the libretto for the opera to that used subsequently by others Pushkin's subject from "dubrovskago" and,
furthermore still... " (A. deribas "old Odessa", ss. 339-340). Here to you the bright result of the accelerated
intellectual increase, which, apparently, not was balanced spiritual. About what complex structure of needs it is
possible to speak in Sergey Ivanovich Sychevskiy, in spite of entire his talent, fitness for work and phenomenal
memory!? Whom could bring up this person? Whom he could become an example? But indeed a sense of selfrespect this person did not lose. This is evident from the fact, described by Aleksandr Mikhaylovich de Ribas. "at
that time in Kiev the chief of the operation of southwestern iron he was dearly Sergey yul'evich Witt. Man of
large practical mind and even larger vanity Witt dreamed then about rise higher than its modest Kiev post and
to take personal part in the state affairs. It for this entire its life learned, without a moment's hesitation above
the fact in order to begin Azov that, to what it did not have time to learn in the school...
So it is here in this preparatory Kiev period to its future state activity, Sergey Yulevich planned to write the
book about the railroad tariffs, carrying out in it, on how much me is remembered, thought about the fact that
the state must iz"yat' from the hands of particular RR societies the tariff matter and take its regulating to itself.
But one or other thought or another should have been expressed smoothly, understandably and literarily, and
Sergey yul'evich to the calculation of this was weak and to help to himself for this purpose it, I do not
remember according to whose recommendation, invited Sergey Ivanovich Sychevskago. They worked together
on the entire evenings. Sergey Yulevich, stepping through the room, voiced his thoughts aloud, while Sergey
Ivanovich listened to it, made its written notes, and then, after returning home, processed they purely on its.
Thus, according to the deceased Sychevka, on the whole calculation, into the "principles of railroad tariffs" Witt
entered more than the Sergey Ivanovich thoughts than Sergey Yulevich. By some miracle Sychevka had time to
bring its work Witt to the end despite the fact that its ruinous passion did not leave... On his Odessa habit
Sergey Ivanovich selected sufficiently base beer as his constant residence in Kiev, where he began to bring for
the survey proof-reading sheets. Working and at the same time being fascinated by conversations with the
boon companions, it began increasingly more badly to control the motion of the printing of the book and during
one unhappy day it lost into beer vittovskiye "principles", i.e., speaking in professional language, lost the

original, from which was collected the book.
It is possible to itself to present Sergey Yulevich's indignation. But loss was irreparable - and a matter of the
creation of principles should have been begun from the beginning. Sergey Ivanovich sychevskiy, was, of course,
it was removed from this work; it was charged to another toiler of press, also talented and to all hands to
master, and to also hopeless dipsomaniac, known in the periodical peace of Kiev - to Novitskiy." (A. deribas
"old Odessa", ss. 342-344). So here, in 1995 of men from all parameters akin TO S.I. Sychevka, but already in
Mariupol, where yr stood in KHUYYY v. the regiment of Joseph de -Ribasa (Spain it helped in the formation and
Mariupol); also it attempted "for the reward" to make candidate dissertation work to the Major of internal
troops, to Mr. V.P.S., to the secretary of the economic council Of mariupol'skogo urban executive committee.
For me it was necessary personally to see in 1995, as unpleasant he was Nikolai Petrovich portyanko to return
its thoughts and operating times to young and being clearly mocked above it - to officer in retired (but it is
possible also not in the resignation; the methods of management by intellectuals in the east today more than
are original). And Nikolai Petrovich, of course, so did not agree to complete his work with V.P.S., although it
intensively "gave to drink" and
psychological pressure was serious. Did not want real researcher- economist to procreate the "matured Special
Forces soldiers". By the way, ruinous tendency toward the vodka did not give to it the possibility to protect its
own dissertation work at the university of Moscow in its time. The very talented, real university instructor of the
economy, probably, only in Mariupol, knew how so interesting and fruitfully to work that was caused the sincere
admiration of all my colleagues of interdepartment research laboratory social and economic problems of
metallurgical institute as early as 1985; therefore good confidential relations were preserved between us. And
we understood each other from one view. To me not to forget this view in the building of urban executive
committee (as always Nikolai was already drunk, but in tracking of the sport form of "adorer") in 1998 after is
somewhat hour before the loss Nikolai Petrovich, who fell "independently" into the stairs in the building of Azov
state technical university. By the way, the graduate of Lvov university, the docent OF PGTU Nikolai Petrovich
grabovetskiy and today does not believe in the "independence of a drop" IN N.P. of foot-cloths, but for this of
his old man at the lecture properly struck the young sport form of men, "that mislaying" after "action" in the
crowd of students.
Certainly, the scientists of Mariupol honored BY THE MINUTE OF SILENCE memory about Nikolai Petrovich
portyanko, first professional economist of the academic level at the Azov state technical university, at their first
session of the academic council of the Ukrainian (Azov) department of the academy of economic sciences and
owner's activity on 11 June, 1999, (g.Mariupol'). But this that smallness, which only fixes our relation to the
outstanding personality of professional economist ("we rest on the tradition of the millenia: from the Athenian
academy to the academic council of the Ukrainian academy of economic sciences and owner's activity
(substantiation of program "the Red Book of cultures Evropy").- bulletin №y AO aenpd, IESKI, Mariupol, 1999. In The Library of Congress). As it is desirable to hope that the times of explicit terror the Ukraine survived (!).
By the way, for me the nonprofessionalism of those protectionist tariffs, which developed the real secret adviser
of the Russian Empire, graph S.YU. Witt, so scoffing tuned entire industrial Europe against Russia, was always
obvious. It was it is not possible for the raw material to derive such enormous revenues, which practically
reduced on no labor of Europeans in the industry. They became actually the debtors of the Russian Empire,
working more and more qualitative (!). not to understand to what this policy it is possible to lead - statesman it
cannot themselves allow. But S.YU. Witt for itself this allowed. And only Aleksandr deribas in 2005 opened to
me eyes to the sources of this non professionalism.
But it is interesting and other - Sergey Ivanovich Sycheskiy, apparently, also did not want as Nikolai Petrovich
portyanko, to return his labor to the nonprofessional manager (most likely they were by no means not
randomly lost "proof"), but and possible it understood the "prospects" for approaches S.YU. Witt to control for
Russia. However, as you see, it is difficult to stop the mediocrity torn to the authority. But of entire that given it
is above - is obvious the distortion of the structure of the needs both in intelligentsia and in state managers
both at the end KHYKH v. and at the end KHKH v. in East Europe. It is not necessary to bring the complex
system of proofs in order to today establish the interrelation between the geopolitical priorities and the
structure of real needs in state managers. Between the nature administrative of the solutions adopted and the
ideas about the system of the actually working moral and economic incentives.
With such dense ideas about the motivation and the mechanisms of the realization of motivational mechanism,
which often exist among the administrative medium the states of East Europe, it is not possible to attain
respect from the foreign partners, it is not possible to actually carry out integration with Europe. This is the
bitter reality, from which it is difficult to be abstracted, yes even it is not necessary. What output? Probably,
that, which achieved Russia for the course of entire its history - invitation from Europe of specialists to the
region of control into the majority of the civil branches of national-economic complex. And the conditions, which
can this ensure they are obvious - this, in the first place, wide glasnost. That glasnost, which will allow to
actually manifest real professionalism the invited specialists. All conversations about the inadmissibility of the
presence of the representatives of all possible reconnaissance in control of national industry with real glasnost
are converted into the anecdote, especially, under the conditions of the realized globalization of the world
economy. No one in the world are today necessary ineffective and ecologically dangerous productions, or
centers of instability. Therefore, the specialist accepted on the contract will normally work, creating around
himself the real European menedzherskuyu atmosphere.
In the second place, today the prime minister of the Ukraine Julia vladimirovna Timoshenko absolutely correctly
emphasizes that she creates system. Actually, only radically reconstructed system can perceive the experience
of foreign management and ensure training the European structure of needs in domestic upravlentsev. This is
real way - transformation of the Ukraine in the desired member of the Continental Alliance and to the real
geopolitical center of Europe. the 200- summer experience of creation and development of Odessa about this
unambiguously testifies. This and, probably, only such version is promising. However it is strange, but great
work, precisely, in this direction it is already executed. The main thing - we understand sources and realize all
positive consequences of the realization of the outlined program (!). necessary to complete that begun!

The most priority branch is formation - familiar herself to me sphere and sick for me theme itself. The President
of the Ukraine, the academician of NAN of the Ukraine V.A. Yushchenko says that "if we lose formation, then let
us lose everything". And this is correct. But only from what to begin recovery? And generally, is possible
whether it? Still year ago me it seemed in Mariupol that practically everything is lost. Actually, when very
elderly person in 74 years is painted in the lists for allegedly those read by it (yr of that worked in the higher
school!) 15 contemporary different menedzherskikh it is course (!), then it becomes very sadly (FIFTEEN in 74
years!!), putting it mildly. And this no longer to say nothing of entire rest - pseudo-diplomas and their
protection, pseudo-lecture and the like what horror and shame in this environment to work
(!)."Vashteynovshchina" - this actually demoralizing phenomenon, which it is slow, but confidently converts
entire teaching into the profanation, but instruction into the form of "innocent" agreement - from one side,
allegedly the studying students, but with another - allegedly the working instructors. Person, who reads from
17 to 20 lecture it is course in the academic year complicated to name instructor. But if man attempts to
honestly carry out work, then he is actually located on the face of nervous disruption only because of the
overloads (latter, probably, and it is planned with primary structures for the purpose of an increase in
"poslushayemosti"), since volume lecture of load actually exceeds 1000 lecture it is hour. In our sojourn by
students and 300 is hour lectures it was counted much, but today..., something clearly "sorted out" in the
ministry of formation and science.
However, then that you see at the Odessa national University Im. I. i. Mechnikova similarly to the miracle,
since you dip as - into the blessed youth. Rector and management work in the classical university style, in spite
of entire all around proceeding, and professors actually read lecture. And as they read! Professor Turetskiy
generally on similar to general methodological level teaches, that also in Sorbone (Paris) it is still necessary to
look the specialist of this level (!). by the way, American biographical institute (USA) recognized professor Oleg
Andreevich Turetskiy as the "person of 2005" [ 7 ], and the management of the Odessa national university im.
I.I. of Mechnikova sincerely congratulated the outstanding scientific economist such international by the
acknowledgement (see www.cic-wsc.org Document 113 and www.onu.edu.ua "declaration"). This for entire
peace normal relation to the international biographical centers in East Europe you will meet only in ONU im. I.I.
of Mechnikova (!). A professor Ovcharenko is prepared and is carried out each lecture, as in their time they
taught it, without allowing to himself relaxations. This in the first months simply strikes, since it seems that
people as do not see their surrounding "abyss", deepened by some associates, or destructive "practice" in other
educational institutions. But then you begin to understand, that this is singularly accurate line to the retention
of potential for the revival, whose beginning all with the impatience await.
But if people then do hope, then it can be already necessary their hopes justify? It can be - it is necessary to
begin to reduce required load on the instructors and to revive cathedral life, but not to increase pseudo-activity?
Indeed, if we do not begin to respect professionals, then why to indicate generally quality formation and its
need, the practice of the "distribution" of diplomas anywhere does not conduct. But the main thing - it is
necessary to reexamine the principles of the "retention" of specialists in the national borders of the Ukraine.
Not by "criminal act" and by oputyvaniyem by "polukriminalnymi" obligations they must be retained, but as in
entire peace - by standard conditions for work. Therefore it is urgently necessary to end all "pseudoexaminations" and entire "pseudo-studies". With that quantity of "regular and freelancers", whom actually
"injected" in each subdivision of universities - this is reached practically at once. Then to the "ballonskuyu"
system we will normally pass and generally... let us begin during the first stage to work, at least at the level of
Poland.
Give let us recall how they invited into Odessa the professor OF V.P. Of filatova to teach and to work in by
Novorossisk emperor university. Indeed then in the expectation V.P. Of filatova for the ocular clinic of
Novorossisk university endowed the books the specialists of actually entire peace. Before me kserokopiya of the
list of enterings in 1906 into the library of the clinic, in which the surname of world famous opthalmologists this and professor ye. gros.ch (E Grosz, Budapest) from Budapest, that sent monograph and 14 pamphlets; and
professor Grosnov (Grocnouw, Breslaw) from Breslau, which sent five theses and 32 pamphlets; and professor
kh. satler (H Sattler, Leipzig) from Leipzig, and professor Antonelli (Antonelli, Paris) from Paris, which sent
three monographs and 24 pamphlets; and doctor To nikatti (Nicati, Marseille) from Marseille, which sent two
monographs and pamphlet; and doctor Ye. moretti (E Moretti, Milano) from Milan, which sent six pamphlets;
and professor Bandri (Bandry, Lille) from Lille, and doctor moraks (Morax, Paris) from Paris, which sent three
theses, three monographs even nine pamphlets; and doctor 3ssad- Bay (Essad-Bey, Constantinopole) from
Kostantinopolya, which sent thesis and three pamphlets; and doctor k. mayevskiy (K Majewski, Krakow) from
Krakow, that sent thesis and 5 pamphlets; and doctor santos Fernandez (Santos Fernandez, Havane, Cuba)
from Havana, that sent 26 pamphlets; and doctor g. Martin (G Martin, Paris), that sent five monographs and 14
pamphlets; and professor Vchezkevich (Wichezkiewicz, Krakow) from Krakow, which sent monograph and 53
pamphlets; and professor Shegrist (Siegrist, Bern) from Bern, which sent three theses and 22 pamphlets; and
doctor Menacho (Menacho, Barcelone) from Barcelona, that sent 9 pamphlets and so forth and the like in all professor s. golovin wrote in the administration of emperor Novorossisk university - was sent 93 theses, 55
monographs even 455 various pamphlets. This is how they were prepared for the reception of the professor OF
V.P. of Filatova at the university, when Russia was the equal term
the world community, when letter from London into Novorossiyu do not dispatch four months. Indeed at that
time the urban mayors of Odessa was friends with the university professors. So in Yakhnenko the best friends
were professor Bogdanovskiy, famous of Sechenev and Mechnikov and teacher bemer. But one reference alone
about those excellent teachers, who taught Aleksandr Mikhaylovich deribasa, deserves the enraptured respect this and the director of Odessa commercial school Robert Vasilyevich Orbinskiy, and instructor Vobst, and
mister Dowling geographer Rupnevkiy, and the lecturers of Turnefor, and father and the son of Shapellony, and
lecturer Georges Bruni, and lecturer Leons Melefil', and the teacher of Italian Fabio Dale -Bubba, and professor
berkevich and many other remarkable, which love its matter people. But indeed all these teachers could not
even in the nightmarish sleep present those limitations and inventive pressure, which today experiences each
actively working instructor, especially, if his name is known in the West in one or other bibliographical center or
another. There can be expedient this pressing to end. And not to reduce wage in the middle of year to
instructor only for the fact that it transfers the part of the means for the book, published in THE USA. This is

the explicit and frank obscurantism, which will only disgrace the Ukraine. It is possible still much to say and to
note, but as a whole everything is understandable - it is necessary to the people to begin to relate on humanly,
but constantly not to devise the inventive "hooks" and "catch". Indeed this hopeless "creation" due to the
budget of the specialists, who must not like be occupied by such things.
The wreck one more of the "myth of cave" in the camera of the Suzdalskeyeo monastery, where simply "they
killed" very recently even on the human measures of the outstanding economist KHKH of the century of Nikolai
Dimitriyevicha Kondratyev, now in 2002 as in a good museum. It is cost with the sea-scape and begins slowly,
but to steadily rise in the soul the wave of the complete non acceptance of this "planned blasphemy". It means,
everything there was planned and today they decided this to frankly demonstrate (!) - "pier - here, that we can,
if we want". "you do see, this talented scientific economist us" a little interfere with ", especially, after the visit
OF THE USA" - he is read between lines. The same as it is necessary to hate work and development in order to
constantly bring up hatred for the country and people, which maintained the largest social and economic and
emotional- psychological loads in the last centuries (!). not one contemporary leader in Russia I could and years
work under the American conditions. It actually would become the patient of therapeutic establishments
because of the real emotional- psychological overloads
Entire history of your country and entire humanity in you, in subconsciousness of your close ones. Therefore,
when I want to understand Russia and its "abstruse" management, simply I look, as from the side, to the wife
and the sea-scape practically "answers all my questions". Here and now next to the camera in the corridor of
cloister prison you see the "museum" of the distributions of prisoners from Europe. Here are intricate the
copper distributions of Italians. And the flow of unpleasant thoughts sea-scape stops briefly - "jeered". Yes,
"JEERED", since we could not either understand, or forgive more interesting relations to the life in solar Italy.
This is why any letter from abroad even today becomes the fixed subject of a study of the cohorts of the
"Bodyashchikh intelligence officers"; therefore you obtain it in months and without the die of mail, in spite of
entire "prioritarnost'", i.e., the dies of custom-made correspondence. Passed centuries after educational work
Of sabudeya - the associate Of temuchina, when the companions-in-arms of man of millenium (estimation Of
chingis-Khana/Temuchina by American historians) taught the morals of Russians on Kalke (feast after victory
Mongolians conducted on the platform - on the bodies of Russian princes). They then showed that it is not
possible to kill the ambassadors ("badly this and punished"). But indeed ambassadors from Sabudeya were
actually all killed on the order of Russian princes long before the battle. Not therefore whether, possessing
three times less the number of soldiers (20 thousand, i.e., two "darks"), Sabudey it did break completely
selected Russian troops with all heroes?
And generally - it cannot be hide either in the forests, or in the reeds from the work and the civilization. As it is
not possible to with impunity impede development, being occupied periodically by "Bogoborchestvom",
throwing the entire generations of compatriots into the "meat grinder of geopolitical ambitions" but, probably,
intellectual laziness it is very difficult to overcome and are ineradicable the tendency to leave from the problems
and works, to be shut by the shell of boundaries, to destroy internetovskiye networks and to Zatormozit'
correspondence, at least in its territory. To wait out. To hide. To leave from the problems. To shift them to the
future generations. How much still time will continue this "flight from the life"?! That that my in the morning
written letter in the hour is read in New York (USA), in London (Great Britain) or in Zaragoze (Spain) me it
continues to constantly astonish and I cannot to this become accustomed. So it seems that all this is sleep, and
here I will awake and in the newspapers there will again be the portrait of the sequential "leader of the world
proletariat", but sequential PFC will follow not through the "keyhole", but proudly also it is insolent after your
"loyalty", some and no one is necessary, but it is simple so - for the swagger. Passes the life (since 1993 I
approach real international collaboration), but relation to the foreign institutes so it does not undergo changes.
They all continue to be examined through the "slot of sight" by practically entire management, especially, in
Mariupol - in the Azov region. Stupidity? No, considerably worse. Deeply realized understanding of its
professional unfitness and its own lack of defense before the civilization. Fear, fear and cowardice before to the
problems, which "want not to see"; therefore is created around themselves "desert".
Are only in Odessa the sprouts of new relation visible, and is possible all this for Odessa only well forgotten old,
placed by founders, to the international collaboration. And we see future predominantly in the young people
Therefore to them we give large advances, advancing into the quite prestige nominations practically for the
sincere and talented impulses. But indeed for them is actually necessary moral support. For them one must
break the millennial Russian stereotype, imposed on Ukrainians/to the Ghetto- Goths, and also soak it to
overcome to Russians themselves. "happiness on the beaten roads" - therefore we propose to overcome the
last "myth of cave", relying on young people (see www.cic-wsc.org Document NN 103, 111, 119, 125).
"In luce - Lucet"
---------------------------------------------Aleksandr Vasilyev- Polyanskiy
9.05.2005 g.
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